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In 1935, Neils Bohr concluded that particular features of quantum physics force a ‘radical 

revision’ of our attitude to physical reality.  Despite the passing of almost 100 years since the 

formulation of quantum physics, little, if any, revision has been made in our attitude to 

physical reality. This is because quantum concepts are outside our range of normal 

engagement and perception. In addition, the explanation of quantum physics is often couched 

in the language of mathematical formalism. Visual art, however, might assist us to conceive 

quantum concepts outside the bounds of scientific formalism and to possibly revise our 

attitude towards physical reality. In this paper, I will discuss some attempts of myself as a 

visual artist to address the challenge of visually representing quantum concepts and how my 

work might help towards a radical revision of our attitude towards physical reality.  
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Introduction 

Quantum physics conflicts with a perception of reality based on ‘macroscopic realism’. In 

particular, at the macroscopic scale that I perceive, objects appear to exist independently of me 

and I can observe and measure objects without affecting their state or the system dynamics 

within which the object exists. Quantum physics also conflicts with my perception of ‘local 

realism’ where only proximate objects (depending on size) influence each other.  

In stark contrast to the macroscopic reality I perceive, in the quantum world, states of pre-

matter exist in a ‘superposition’ consisting of a connected wave/particle duality of multiple 

possibilities that (according to conventional views) is collapsed and brought into a definite state 

of singular materiality through either observation or measurement [1] or environmental 

entanglement [2]. The act of measurement or observation interferes with the quantum system 

being observed thereby violating the classical notion of macroscopic realism. In addition, 

quantum particles have a capacity to be instantaneously affected by another particle that does not 

share any local proximity thereby violating local realism [3]. 

Why does everyday reality differ so much from what happens on a small scale? Why don’t 

we perceive pre-material states spread out in a superposition of wave/particle possibilities? Why 

is it that choosing how and what to measure seems to collapse superposition and create material 

reality? Why do we see the world made up of separate objects uninfluenced by distant actions? 

And why don’t we have the sense of interconnectivity of quantum entanglement where quanta 

remain connected over vast distances? All of these puzzles raise the philosophical question of 
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what is reality anyway? It seems that the reality of our perception is only part of the whole. A 

different kind of reality exists at the quantum scale. 

The extrapolation of what is known about quantum mechanics into the theory of what it 

might mean for our broader reality is just as odd, counter-intuitive and also in dispute. One 

theory is that the underlying nature of the world is merely consciousness and that conscious 

beings can probe quantum superposition to collapse and create the material reality we experience 

[4]. Another theory is that superposition is collapsed by mixing with the physical environment 

[5]. And countering these two theories is the idea that quantum superposition does not collapse 

and that either, some kind of as yet undiscovered ‘hidden variables’ such as pilot waves, guide 

the wave/particle possibilities and somehow the greatest possibility is concentrated in one area 

which is our observed reality [6], or alternatively, various (and possibly numerous) observed 

possibilities manifest relative to particular observers [7].  

Thinking about this is enough to set my reality spinning. But quantum physics is not 

quackery or pseudoscience. It is serious and verifiable. Many technologies such as lasers, 

magnetic resonance imaging, transistors radios, digital watches, micro computing, programmable 

washing machines and superconductors apply quantum mechanics.  

Neils Bohr, a founding father of quantum physics, said aspects of quantum physics meant 

we needed to radically revise of our attitude to physical reality [8]. But since then I believe little, 

if any, revision of our attitude to physical reality has been made; certainly nothing in the order of 

a ‘radical revision’. This is because quantum concepts are outside our range of normal 

perception. And quantum mechanics is often explained in the language of mathematical 

formalism. Visual art, however, might assist us to think about quantum concepts outside the 

bounds of scientific formalism and to, possibly, revise our attitude towards physical reality.  

I endeavour, through my art practice, to provoke an awareness of an expanded reality 

beyond that which we experience. I have been making paintings, videos and installations since 

2010 specifically concerning the challenges that quantum physics makes to our perception of 

material reality. The irony is that the quantum world is not material. It exists (or not) in a state of 

potential; in wave/particle duality. Therefore, representing quantum concepts through visual art 

can be problematic and challenging. Although quantum effects are puzzling, uncertain and 

inchoate, they are necessarily described using the concepts of classical physics that is precise and 

bears relation to our physical world. The available language of description limits what can be 

described. The artist, then, is restricted by the language and connotation of the materials used to 

convey the immaterial.   

During construction of English sculptor Antony Gormley’s Quantum Cloud (2000) (a 30 

metre steel figurative sculpture commissioned for a site over the Thames River beside London’s 

Millennium Dome), Gormley was reported as saying (presumably with his tongue firmly planted 

in his cheek) that, as the work was based on quantum uncertainty, he did not know whether a 

body will be discernable in the cloud. “The problem is,” he said, “that you can't have your cake 

and eat it: you can’t have quantum reality and recognise a body” [9]. Although amusing, it 

underlies what might have been a frustrating truth for Gormley and for me: that you cannot have 

an objective physical representation of quantum concepts; the physical representation must 

always be metaphorical.  

In this paper I will discuss some of my attempts as an artist to represent the enigmas of 

quantum physics in visual form and how my artwork might help towards a radical revision of our 

attitude towards physical reality.  
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The Mirror Box  

I cannot plan creativity. I cannot schedule times in my diary to ‘create’. I have discovered that 

creativity is best accessed through stochastic behaviour, through random guesswork; a lot like 

quantum behaviour.  With this in mind, I often go for periods without an end product in mind; 

simply gathering ideas, objects, photographing, filming, making rough sketches and outlines. I 

allow myself to follow my nose, to be non-specific, to be nonsensical and weird. So, during one 

of these periods, I got this idea to film friends interacting with a Mirror Box (a therapy device 

used to assist people who have lost a limb and suffer phantom limb pain). 

 

      
 

    

Figures 1 – 4. Video stills of footage of Mirror Box interactions, 2010. 

I recorded several hours of friends (with full limbs) interacting with a Mirror Box (Figures 1 

– 4) with the fantastical notion that in the future, there might be a device that will allow us to 

access parallel universes and there to leave unwanted body parts – a bit like partial body 

teleportation. I filmed these interactions with an open mind, not sure what I would do with the 
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footage, but treating it as resource material. Over the last two years this footage has lead to the 

completion of several very different artworks.  

The Double Slit Experiment 

The first work I completed was a digital video, The double slit experiment, (Figure 5). It is in the 

form of an instructional ‘mockumentary’, where several people explain, in simple terms, how the 

double slit experiment in quantum physics demonstrates the wave/particle duality of photons and 

thus of other quantum particles. I wrote a script for the piece and overdubbed the footage using a 

variety of voices from my laptop’s text to voice reader.  

The content of the piece is serious – an accurate but simplified explanation of the double slit 

experiment, but the visual accompaniment and voices are surreal. Each person apparently has 

three hands (one in the mirror box and one outside with its reflection). The image has been 

digitally corrupted through a series of Jpeg reductions and is oversaturated in colour. The voice 

dubbing is deliberately hackneyed and what people say is mismatched with their situations and 

actions. 

 

 

Figure 5. The double slit experiment, 2011, (video still), digital video, 4 min 34 sec. 
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I am aware that my artwork cannot operate as a prescriptive explanation of quantum 

concepts. If it leans too far this way, it could fall into confusing realms similar to the 

mathematical explanation of the quantum world. I endeavour to balance, on one hand, giving the 

viewer information and on the other, leaving the work open, magical and delightful. Specifically, 

in The double slit experiment, non-realistic high-key colour, pixelated images and the mismatch 

of visual with what is being explained in a serious manner by tinny computer voices helps to 

achieve this.  

Every day Peter practiced with his Everett box 

The Mirror Box footage also resulted in the oil painting Every day Peter practiced with his 

Everett box (Figure 6).  The painting is 35 cm x 55 cm, painted on board with a centrally placed 

bicycle mirror attached by a screw and a lenticular print bookmark glued to the top left-hand 

corner. This painting explores my original idea that a device might exist in the future that will 

allow us to access parallel universes.  

In 1957, Hugh Everett, proposed a new ontological theory for quantum physics. Now known 

as the ‘many worlds’ interpretation, Everett’s theory seemed to answer the problem in quantum 

physics that physical reality required an independent observer to convert states of superposition 

(where all possibilities (expressed mathematically as a wavefunction) exist) into one singular 

position. Everett proposed that quantum superposition never collapsed into a single state of 

material reality, rather that the material reality we perceive is merely one part of an 

interconnected wavefunction of all possibilities that continue to exist. Our reality is merely 

relative to our observation [10]. In this scheme, only one physical system represents the 

observer. 

 

Figure 6. Every day Peter practiced with his Everett box, 2011, oil on board, bicycle mirror, lenticular print. 
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Physicists say we are unable to access parallel universes, but my painting, Every day Peter 

practiced with his Everett box, seeks to instigate discussion about the idea of interconnected 

multiple universes. The attached bicycle mirror serves to capture elements of the environment in 

which the painting is placed, possibly reflecting the viewer herself, and invoking a sense of 

interconnectivity. The lenticular print bookmark that changes images, depending on the angle of 

view, resonates with the idea of multiple possibilities. The mirror and lenticular print add a 

dynamic visual possibilities to the work.  

Dribblejuice 

My painting and installation Dribblejuice (Figures 7 - 9) also deals with the idea of multiple 

realities and takes its inspiration from an incident in my childhood. When I was four, my sister, 

older than me by five years, tried to convince me that drinking her dribble would transport me 

into the world of our dolls where they would talk to me. I remember how hard she tried to 

convince me to drink her ‘dribblejuice’ and how desperately I wanted to be in the dolls’ world. 

Dribblejuice is about alternate realities where all possibilities  - drinking dribble and not drinking 

dribble might manifest into separate realities.  

The work consists of a life-sized painting of my sister and our dolls. To the right of that 

painting, is a small, horizontally mounted painting behind a curtain. To see this painting, the 

viewer must sit on the low child’s chair and look through the wall-mounted mirrored viewfinder. 

A tiny reflected image of the painting, hanging above, can be seen in the viewfinder. This 

painting shows my sister and me as part of our dolls’ world. The pattern of the wallpaper and 

curtain is taken from an alpha-amylase molecule, an enzyme in human saliva.  
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Figure 7. Dribblejuice, 2010 – 2012, (installation view) two panels, oil on board, 

 inkjet print on paper, inkjet print on cotton, mirror, chair. 
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Figure 8. Dribblejuice, 2010 – 2012, (detail with viewer). 
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Figure 9. Dribblejuice, 2010 – 2012, (detail), oil on board. 

Through the method of interaction with the work  - sitting on a child’s chair to view the 

horizontally-mounted upside down painting through the mirrored peep-hole - I am endeavouring 

to upset traditional viewing techniques and to dislodge ideas about the ‘reality’ of viewing 

artwork, hopefully giving an expansive experience to the viewer.  Additionally, the act of 

peering closely into the peep-hole reproduces the activity required in the quantum world to 

manifest one particular stream of reality in the ocean of all possibilities. 

Kevin Wondered if the Moon was there when He wasn’t Looking 

Einstein said that quantum physics must be incomplete because ‘no reasonable definition of 

reality’ could be based on whether or not something is observed or measured [11]. Quantum 

physics, however, undermines the notion of a purely objective universe. According to the 

conventional explanation of quantum physics (as opposed to the ‘many-worlds’ interpretation), 

the process of observation or measurement collapses quantum superposition  (where all 

possibilities exist) into single particle materiality [12]. Einstein refused to believe in a subjective 

universe where material reality could be created by observation or measurement. He famously 

asked quantum physicist Abraham Pais whether Pais thought the moon existed only when he 

looked at it [13].  
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In my painting and video installation, Kevin wondered if the moon was there when he wasn’t 

looking (Figure 10), the small media player shows the southern hemisphere moon, rising from 

right to left in a loop, seemingly casting a moon beam onto the bear painted on the 

accompanying panel mounted to the right. Mounted on a smaller box, this painted panel juts out 

10 centimeters or so from the wall.  

 

 

Figure 10. Kevin wondered if the moon was there when he wasn’t looking, 2010 – 2012,  

oil on board, digital video, metal box. 
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In the reality we experience, physical systems have pre-existing material characteristics 

existing independently of other systems that can be ascertained by observation and measurement. 

But in the quantum world, there is no predetermined definite state. Contrary to our usual 

experience of objective macroscopic realism, the conventional interpretation of the quantum 

world supposes that it is only interaction with a measuring device that yields definite, physical 

results. But what might happen when a measurement is not being done? What happens when 

something, such as the moon, is not being looked at, observed or measured? Kevin, the green 

bear endlessly wonders if the moon is there when he is not looking. Meanwhile, the moon 

continues to rise to his left. Does it exist objectively or is the viewer implicated in observing the 

material reality of the moon? Kevin wondered if the moon was there when he wasn’t looking 

explores the idea that material reality might reassume its superposition if there is no one to 

observe it. The possibility that a collapsed state might be restored to initial superposition has 

been taken seriously by some physicists [14]. 

The Metaphase Typewriter Revival Project 

One of the biggest unsolved problems in quantum theory is how, when and why does a quantum 

world of possibility (the superposition of quantum wavefunction) turn into the material reality 

we experience? One possibility (associated with mathematician John von Neumann and 

physicists Eugene Wigner, Pascual Jordan, E. H. Walker, John Wheeler and Henry Stapp) is that 

consciousness ‘collapses the wavefunction’ and brings the world into existence. To explore this 

idea, I created the Metaphase Typewriter Revival Project. This is a revival of a project 

undertaken by American physicist and author, Nick Herbert, in the 1970s [15]. 

Nick Herbert believes in the possibility that consciousness collapses the quantum 

wavefunction and creates material reality. In the early 1970s, Herbert built a communication 

device to test the ability of consciousness to probe quantum states to produce material outcomes. 

It comprised of a radioactive source, a Geiger counter, a room of computers and a tele-

typewriter. A computer program converted the frequency of random intervals of radioactive 

decay at the quantum level into an output of letters from the tele-typewriter based on their 

frequency of occurrence in the English language.  

Although Herbert recorded little success, nevertheless, his Metaphase Typewriter 

represented the serious endeavors some physicists have made to experimentally access the realm 

of consciousness and the metaphysical that stands outside our material world. 

My Metaphase Typewriter Revival Project  (a collaborative project with Nick Herbert and 

programmer M.U. Shrooms) (Figures 11 – 14) takes Nick Herbert’s idea but uses contemporary 

technology to create an art piece. I have a radioactive source  (a gas lamp mantle) and a Geiger 

counter that is connected to a laptop computer via a USB. Reading the radioactive decay, random 

bits are generated by the Geiger counter that are then converted into a number range that 

represents a word in a modified version of the Corpus of Contemporary American English (a 

word list compiled by Professor Mark Davies at Brigham Young University) [16]. The more 

frequently occurring words have a wider number range. Less frequent words are represented by a 

smaller number range or by one number.  The program allows for the possibility that, as random 

words are produced, simple sentence structures may form. The output of words and sentences are 

displayed on the laptop and “Eric” the computer’s text to voice reader reads the results. The 

output was also transmitted to a website (www.damon.com/mtrp) and from there streamed live 

onto the Internet. All outputs from the project can still be viewed on that site. 
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Figures 11 – 14. The Metaphase Typewriter Revival Project, 2012, (detail and installation views), 

 Geiger counter, wooden box, laptop computer, Perspex box. 

The MTRP is reliant on and does not hide its materiality. The Geiger counter’s tubes, 

flashing lights and circuitry are on display. The large laptop screen displays the stream of 

arriving bits and words. However, a critical component of this work is the addition of the 

immateriality of the viewer’s consciousness. I invite viewers to use only their consciousness to 

interact at the point of the quantum event (the decay of the radioactive source) to effect, or make 

sense of, the output of words.  

Who knows if it works? It does, however, act as a metaphor for the possibility that 

consciousness is at the core of material reality. When I finally and reluctantly turned off the 

Metaphase Typewriter after a two-week exhibition in Brisbane, the last output was, “i, i the death 

into”. 
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Conclusion 

Quantum physics challenges our knowledge and perception of reality. While the quantum world 

is confusing and counter-intuitive what is clear is that the reality we perceive is only part of the 

whole. A different kind of reality exists at the quantum scale. My current art practice is to expose 

the possibility of this more expansive, different reality. Using recognisable visual metaphors 

from my own reality, I endeavour to create artwork by losing rationality, being stochastic and 

drawing, at times, on personal experience.  Alluding to quantum concepts, I challenge 

conventional ways of presenting and viewing artworks. Through my art, I’m not going to solve 

the puzzles of quantum reality but, at the very least, I want to encourage curiosity and thinking 

on these issues. By doing so, my art might assist towards a radical revision of our attitude of 

physical reality. 
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